Plattco Double Flap Valve

Machine Guarding

Recent MSHA regulation requires that all mines guard their Plattco double flap valves and OSHA strongly encourages machine guarding to keep employees safe. Why spend your valuable time designing and manufacturing a guard that may not comply with regulations? Take advantage of this Plattco offer and comply today!

Why should you purchase the Plattco guard?

• Fully complies with OSHA and MSHA guarding regulations. We already did the research for you.
• Quick and easy installation – guards can be installed in 10 minutes or less – guaranteed.
• Extends the life of air cylinders by preventing material from getting to the cylinders.
• Plattco guard is designed and proven. Why spend valuable hours designing guards – we’ve already done that for you.
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HERE’S HOW WE CAN MAKE THIS CLAIM:

- Manufactured from 22-gauge steel, these guards are powder-coated safety yellow and prevent access to internal moving parts.
- Solid steel top prevents material from falling into the guard from above, extending air cylinder life.
- Expanded metal front sight window allows visual inspection of the actuator components inside.
- Expanded metal bottom allows any material that does fall into the guard to pass and not build up.

- The guard is attached to the valve with this U-shaped bracket.
- Guards attach to the brackets using these screw holes.
- Bracket is attached to the valve using flange bolts. Making this a quick and easy installation.
- Guard alignment and installation is nearly effortless with the Plattco design. Allowing you to spend your time keeping your plant running.